
A simple, feature-rich recruitment software with CRM
and ATS functionality build for the needs of recruitment
agencies!



Does that

look

familiar?

01
A lot of time spent searching for the right
candidate.

02
Searching across multiple resumes of
different candidates to find the right one.

03
Browsing across a lot of Excel
spreadsheets.



Solution
List 1-3 ways your company

proposes to solve them.

We have

solution
 

01
A highly organized and searchable database of
your candidate's portfolio connected with all
necessary files and information about the person.

02
Manage your assessments and assign potential
candidates. Track their interview progress and be
on top of the changes.

03
Track the performance and revenue of your team
with clear targets and have an eye on live charts.



There's more!
We build our CRM and ATS solution together with

highly experienced recruiters and freelance
headhunters. We know the areas where we have to

focus the most to make your work successful!
 
 
 

Check our website to see full list of highlighted
features!

 
https://recruitlab.io

https://recruitlab.io/


How we can start?
Contact us to schedule a demo of Recruitlab, we will
present you our core functionality.

You can as well test our solution for 14 days without
any costs (no credit card required).

If you are migrating from other tools or you didn't had
any before - we will assist you with data migration!

Drop us a message at contact@recruitlab.io or use
contact form on our website.

https://recruitlab.io/


Enterprise
Let's talk about your needs.

Pricing
We want to keep our pricing on affordable
level and adjusted to size of your company.

On top of that we have special pricing for
startup agencies which are having up to 3
consultants!

Professional

25€

per User/Month

Startup

69€

flat, per Month



Our

customers
Take a look what our customers

saying about our services.

"(...)I can honestly say I have had my experiences
when it comes to CRM and ATS and there is nothing
that beats Recruitlab. Tracking and analytics are a big
part of the work we do here at ALPHADIGITAL and
having RecruitLab has improved our productivity and
organisation.(...)"

Naithan Eyre
Founder and Director of ALPHADIGITAL LTD.

"(...)Recruitlab is by far the best CRM system that I
have worked with over the years of working within the
recruitment industry. The seamless design and fluid
functionalities allows for a very enjoyable experience.
(...)"

Samuel Rowland
Head of Search at ALPHADIGITAL LTD.



Don't hestitate to contact us!

contact@recruitlab.io

www.recruitlab.io

Contact Us

mailto:contact@recruitlab.io
https://recruitlab.io/

